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The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, investor-state dispute
settlement and China
by
Axel Berger and Lauge N. Skovgaard Poulsen*
The prospect of including investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) into the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) has produced a polarizing
debate in the European Union (EU). Critics have argued that this adjudication
mechanism is unnecessary in TTIP as United States (US) investors can expect fair
treatment in EU courts and vice versa.
Advocates have countered that the inclusion of ISDS is justified in TTIP. One
important argument is the precedential value for future agreements. The standard
reference is China: excluding investor-state arbitration from TTIP would make it
more difficult to get a comprehensive agreement negotiated with Beijing.
For instance, Karel De Gucht, then European Commissioner for Trade, told the
European Parliament in July 2014 that: “I think it will be difficult one day claim that
we must avoid ISDS provisions with the US because they are dangerous and then the
next day insist to include the same kind of provisions in agreements with others such
as China.”1 The Financial Times agreed, warning that, unless investment arbitration is
included in the agreement, “the TTIP – and investor protection in China – could be at
risk.”2
We disagree with this assessment.
First, China has been signing investment agreements with broad and binding consent
to investment arbitration for more than 15 years. And unlike many other developing
countries, which are becoming increasingly skeptical of investment arbitration,
Beijing remains a strong proponent of the regime to protect the growing stock of
Chinese investment abroad. Chinese investments have been regarded with suspicion
in recent years by an increasing number of host countries, and investment arbitration
is one instrument for Beijing to seek redress for unwanted restrictions. In 2012, a
major Chinese insurer, Ping An, filed a large investment treaty claim against Belgium,
for instance.
Second, the EU and China have not waited for TTIP to materialize before entering
into comprehensive investment negotiations. They recently vowed to accelerate the

pace of negotiations toward a China-EU investment treaty – notably, before knowing
the outcome of TTIP.3 Parallel investment treaty talks between China and the US
have been difficult, as Beijing has been hesitant about having investor-state
arbitration cover pre-establishment issues. This is partly because of a power struggle
between the Ministry of Commerce and the National Development and Reform
Commission, where the former is keen on further liberalization while the latter is less
so. Yet, this divide is less relevant for talks with Brussels, as Beijing is not opposed to
ISDS covering traditional post-establishment protections. China should therefore be
willing to accept the approach in the recent EU agreement with Canada, for instance,
where investment arbitration is limited to the post-establishment phase.
Finally, besides the dynamics within this triangle, it is worth highlighting the ChinaAustralia Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA) concluded in November 2014. Australia
refused to include investment arbitration in its 2005 free trade agreement with the US,
but the current Abbott government is considering investment arbitration on a case-bycase basis. And in the agreement with China, investment arbitration is included. As
noted in the Australian government’s overview of the treaty: “The investment
obligations in ChAFTA can be enforced directly by Australian and Chinese investors
through an Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) mechanism”.4
Beijing was thereby not deterred from including investment arbitration in an
agreement with a developed country, which had previously refused to include similar
provisions in a treaty with the US. This seems to be the final nail in the coffin for the
already implausible argument that China’s support of ISDS depends on the nature of
investment protection agreements among developed countries.
Just as critics of TTIP should avoid spreading myths of investment arbitration to favor
their cause, advocates of a transatlantic investment treaty should be careful not to
overstate their case. Based on Beijing’s recent approach to investment treaty
negotiations, it seems impetuous to use the “China-card” as one of the core arguments
for allowing US investors to side-track EU courts.
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